ELECTRICAL DATA RSB-2:
2 SP/DT MICRO-SWITCHES.
(RSB-1 HAS ONE SP/DT MICRO-SWITCH).

SP/DT MICRO-SWITCH RATING:
20 AMPS 125, 250 DR 480 VAC
1 HP 125 VAC; 2 HP 250 VAC

SP/DT TERMINALS:
NORM
CLOSED
OPEN

DP/DT TERMINALS:
NC
NO
NC
NO

ELECTRICAL DATA RSB-5:
2 DP/DT SWITCHES.
(RSB-4 HAS ONE DP/DT SWITCH).

DP/DT SWITCH DATA:
15 AMPS 125 OR 250 VAC
3/4 HP 125 VAC; 1 1/5 HP 250 VAC

REFER TO DATA SHEET AND
INSTRUCTIONS.
ENCLOSURE TYPES 3, 4 AND 4X.